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Hyperion Endeavors was born from its founders’ desire to create a venture that would
provide excellent returns and financial freedom to investors who are looking for a way
to diversify their portfolios. We seek to provide wisdom to investors looking to invest
in multifamily housing, and to receive a regular returns coupled with the possibility for
greater returns at the completion of the endeavor. Through our sophisticated underwriting
process Hyperion Endeavors is able to maximize our investors’ returns, reduce their risk,
and diversify their portfolios.
INTRODUCTION
It was a beautiful day high on the peak of Mount Olympus. The sun was shining, and a sense of
excitement filled the air. A cataclysmic past during which new gods overthrew their titan parents and
ushered in a new era of innovation and indulgence while the new gods ruled supreme in their empires.
As such the titans of old faded into lore while new exciting ways flourished. There was so much
abundance and success that much of the uncertainty of life was forgotten. Meanwhile, down on Earth
the people emulating their new gods, had forgotten their tried and true methods of building safety and
security for their families. Instead, they took part in many new endeavors; in fact, they partook in
anything that their new found gods promoted despite the risks and lack of a solid foundation. They
forgot the old ways of tangible assets. They forgot hard work, discipline, and scrutiny of investments.
While times were good for now, far above and forgotten, a grandfather to many of these new gods,
and light-bringer to the Earth, looked down with concern. He wanted his children and their humans
to strive for new things, and to explore new ideas; but he also knew they needed solid, tried and true
ways of doing things to carry them through the dark times. For countless ages, he had been known as
Hyperion, bringer of watchfulness, wisdom, and light to mankind. Hyperion told himself that he must
help the people once again, and he must figure out a way to combine the old ways with the new. He
knew that the wisdom of the Titans still had its place in this world. He knew this wisdom would light the
path during dark times, and provide stability during volatile times of growth. He decided then and there
to make it his new mission to provide counsel to these humans he cared so much for by tempering
advice that would yield them aggressive returns and growth combined with the safety and solid
foundations he knew they needed. They would then be free to explore all the opportunities the new
world had to offer because their foundation would be rock solid.
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[

Now, you might be saying,

“Ok, interesting story, but what does this have to do with me and investing?”
The answer to that question is “Everything.” You see, in bygone times the ancient Greeks lived in

[

alternating periods of heavenly exuberance and plenty coupled with the fear of angry gods and an
uncertain world full of monsters, darkness, and danger. Sometimes it seems like not much has changed
in our hectic and uncertain modern world. Sure, we now realize that there are no Greek gods or angry
monsters, but the periods of uncertainty and exuberance are still just as common. In mythology the new
gods overthrew the titans and for a while things looked great, but there were also dangers.
Today, we can see the same thing. Technology races forward at an unprecedented pace, and the greek
gods of old have been replaced with the tech gods and finance gods. We see dramatic ups and downs,
fads and busts, and everything in between. We see fortunes amassed out of bytes of data supported by
nothing tangible, and we ask ourselves, “Which of these will last? Which are safe to put my retirement
into?” We also see a growing lack of faith in our long term financial systems and banks. We see
devaluation of our currency and of other currencies around the world. One day the financial markets are
sky high and the next there is a massive correction. Perhaps we are not as far removed from the days of
scary monsters and angry gods as we think we are. Perhaps we have simply replaced one set of gods
and monsters with another.
Given all of that, how can we make sure we don’t miss out on the possible tremendous gains to be
had in the tech sector and other aspects of the stock market while still providing ourselves with a

more tried and true method of stable investment? The short answer is that we can diversify into an
asset that is often overlooked: multifamily housing, also known as apartments.

That’s where we at Hyperion Endeavors come into the picture. Hyperion Endeavors was born from our
founders’ calling to illuminate choices, and to provide wisdom to investors looking to directly invest in
businesses (because that is what apartments are at the heart of), and receive a regular source of
returns coupled with the possibility for greater returns at the time of sale. We look to give another
choice for diversification of assets that can be the stable platform from which to branch out; however,
a stable platform that also produces fantastic returns.
Just like the experienced titan Hyperion calling his people back to learn about a way to help them live
more securely, our goal is to educate our investors on the very real possibility of high levels of return
on investment coupled with the safety of a tangible asset, real property. Our mission is laid out below
in detail. We hope you will partner with us on this journey to secure your future by diversifying into an
asset that can not only protect your principle investment, but also give you steady returns, appreciation
value, and most importantly peace of mind.
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THE OPPORTUNITY
We readily admit there are many options out there when it comes to investing your hard earned money.
It’s true, there are many fabulous opportunities out there to capitalize on new and exciting
advancements and all the wonderful things in modern society. In fact, we encourage you to invest in
them. However, we would also encourage you to invest with us in real estate. Real estate in general is
an asset class of its own, and the right property can weather most any storm giving you a number of
options down the line. The key is picking the correct type of real estate. We have done the hard work
and research, so all you have to do is sit back and listen. Below we will discuss our opinion of why
multifamily housing is the best real estate investment in which to participate for peace of mind and
solid returns.
We’ll get into our specific criteria for stratospherically successful multifamily properties in a minute, but
right now, as you read this, I want you to think if you would be interested in investment opportunity
where you can passively invest your way to prosperity?
How would you feel about making return 8-10% yearly, plus even greater opportunity for additional
upside on a sale?
Would you be interested in getting a good portion of that yearly return monthly to augment your
income?
What if there was a way to invest that maximized tax shelter for your funds and didn’t require any
work on your part?
How would you like to be involved in opportunities where there was a potential to increase the
value of something by $11-17 for every dollar that could be cut from expenses or invested into it?
AND, what if that type of investment could also be a tangible asset that meets one of the most basic
human needs: shelter.
If your answers to those questions were yes, then I have some great news for you. Those are not
uncommon benefits when you invest in multifamily housing. You just have to be teamed with

professionals who you can trust to make smart investments in properties that can perform in this manner.
When you choose to partner with Hyperion Endeavors you make the choice to partner with integrity,
accountability, and transparency so you can use your time to do things other than worry about money.
Through cautious underwriting that looks for true opportunity in things others miss Hyperion Endeavors
is able to maximize your returns and reduce your risk as your diversify your portfolio. Yes, you can rest
easy while you spend time with your family, friends, and pursing your passions.
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WHY MULTIFAMILY?

Our vision is to provide an alternative to the stock market, gold, silver, and other types of real

estate without sacrificing fantastic returns. We believe multifamily housing is that type of star performer that will add safety and diversification to your portfolio while at the same time maximizing
your potential for great returns.
SUPERIOR REASONING
In our opinion it is smart to own multiple types of real estate including everything from single family to
commercial retail to multifamily. However, we feel that when looked at independently multifamily has
several advantages to other classes of real estate. For example, when you buy single family homes
you can make profits, but you also limit the amount of investments you can do at one time. It takes a
lot more effort to manage numerous single family properties because you have no economies of scale.
Time and effort on your part is called upon frequently and your “passive investment” isn’t so passive
anymore. Whereas with multifamily you are able to take advantage of the fact that often more than

100 families live in your property so you can save time, effort, and money by hiring the best service
companies to support you. In addition, with single family housing you limit yourself to one renter per

property thus exposing yourself to too much risk. Should you lose that renter or should that one renter
have trouble paying their rent you could be in real trouble. With multifamily housing, you hedge against
economic downturn because the chances of enough renters not being able to pay or moving at one

time is very low. To us, those are just a couple of the reasons multifamily housing is far superior to single
family homes both from a risk and profit standpoint.
THE GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY
There are also other options for real estate such as office space. However, those tenants call the shots.
When you invest in commercial real estate pertaining to office space you are subject to corporations
deciding where to office out of, and you are fighting against the trend of them cutting costs by allowing
employees to work at home which in turn means they need less office space and less of your services.
What about retail you might ask? Well, when you invest in commercial real estate pertaining to retail you
are at the mercy of the public to decide where they want to shop, what they like to buy, what is trendy at
the time, and you are also fighting the very real trend of online shopping decimating store front
business. With multifamily, you don’t have to worry about those things. People need places to live, and
in a down economy when they can’t afford to pay their mortgage on a house, they can still usually
afford to rent. Now you might be saying to yourself, “that sounds nice, but what if the renters are

affected by the economy too, and can’t pay their rent?” It is true that economic issues affect renters too,
but often they have to affect multiple industries across the board to cause significant detriment to a larger
multifamily complex. Even when this happens, usually the newer, fancier buildings, called Class A’s, are
the ones that get hit hardest because they are the most expensive ones to rent.
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The people renting in those will be looking to reduce their rent costs during tough times so they move
out of the Class A’s and into the still nice, but not as fancy, apartments known as Class B’s. The people
currently in the B’s then move to the C’s to save money in a downturn. And therein lies your golden
opportunity. Your team at Hyperion Endeavors looks for solid Class B and C properties in which to

add value and increase operational efficiencies that reduce cost while at the same time increasing
rents. This helps us make a healthy bottom line even during the worst of times, and positions our
investors to make a killing during the good times!

OUR OVERALL STRATEGY
Now that we have seen why multifamily investments are such a great vehicle for wealth building
overall, let’s drill in on what specific strategy Hyperion Endeavors uses to pick strong performing
investment properties. On the surface, our strategy is fairly simple: we seek to acquire assets in favorable
locations at great prices and then to maximize their value by addressing property or operational issues
through aggressive asset management and targeted value-add initiatives. In addition, after the agreed
upon hold period we then to seek to further our investors’ gains by cashing out on any of the natural and
forced appreciation that has occurred by selling the property for a large gain. So now that you see our
overall strategy, come with us as we show you where our real magic starts to happen.
OUR MORE SPECIFIC RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

[

“We don’t have to be smarter than the rest. We have to be more disciplined than
the rest.” – Warren Buffett

[

While our overall strategy may be fairly simple the real reason for our success is in the details, and in
the disciplined way in which we asses, rehab, manage, and sell our properties. We realize each property
is unique, and that it is best served by individual attention and planning, so order to maximize the
potential revenue from each property, we focus on a unique combination of the following for each of
your investments:
Upgrading the tenant profile to one that fits with our model.
Out with the bad, in with the good.
Exploring additional on-site sources of revenue and enhancing other current additional sources of revenue
through better vendor contracts and options.
We make sure there are amenities and options our tenants want that are fairly priced that we can get
a piece of the action from a 3rd party vendor. It’s a win-win.
Enhancing the property’s brand and image through focused marketing and word of mouth referral.
Through excellent customer service and some marketing we let people know that the old bad ways of
doing things are gone and they now have a place are proud to live in, and a management team they
can trust.
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Ensuring the property management team is consistently producing excellent results and replacing if necessary.
We don’t just let the onsite managers sit back and relax. We make sure they are constantly striving for
excellence and constantly improving all aspects of your investment or we get someone who can do those
things.
Upgrading the property through both interior and exterior renovations.
Our team does whatever needs to be done to make the property reach its potential. We also add
modern touches where we can that entice tenants to rent with us. Your property looks great inside
and out, and the tenants are happy to be there. Another win-win.
Reducing operating expenses by choosing quality vendors at great rates, and by creating operational
efficiencies.
We go through each item in the budget and ensure that it is being used correctly, cost effectively, and
efficiently. We partner with superior quality 3rd party contractors when needed that are also cost
effective. We also reduce redundancies and listen to our boots on the ground teams that give us ideas
to bring in extra revenue and to reduce costs without compromising customer service or quality.
WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE
The end result is almost as magical as compound interest. Because, through this hard work every extra
dollar saved in expenses or brought in through rent improvements can result in an $11-17 increase in
property value at time of sale. This is because apartments are in reality small business, and as such are
valued like a business in that their operators have a direct impact on value by increasing total revenue
and decreasing total expenses. Ultimately, this strategy results in aesthetically beautiful properties that
people feel proud to live in, and thus not only drives revenue and tenant retention but also improves
the overall life satisfaction of our tenants.
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OUR DEFINED MARKET CRITERION SET YOU UP FOR SUCCESS
How do we make our choices for a property?
ASSET CLASS: Some background on apartment classes for investment is helpful at this point. As we
only target a specific subset of multifamily classes, it is useful for you to understand which ones we
target and how they are defined compared to their peer classes. Below you will find a simple diagram
touting the highlights of each class.
PROPERTY CLASSES (AGE, DEMOGRAPHICS, LOCATION)
PROPERTY CLASSES
A Class

B Class

C Class

D Class

< 15 Years

15-30 Years

> 30 Years

e.g. Boarded up

New property &
professional tenants

Semi new property &
professional tenants

Working class

Very rough building

Hyperion Endeavors targets B and C class assets due to their potential to have untapped cash flow and
strong returns. While A class assets are more new, and more flashy, they typically have little to no
improvement capacity in either operational efficiency or expenses. They also very rarely have areas for
substantial rehab resulting in forced appreciation and value add. As a result, they usually have stable but
much lower overall returns. In contrast B and C class properties have the potential for tremendous upside
with creative improvements and meticulous operational and expense control. We seek to not only
apply the aforementioned strategic improvements to these classes of assets, but we also look for assets
in these slightly lower classes in A areas of town, or in up-and-coming B areas of town that soon will be
A or B+ areas. This typically results in even more ability to increase rent, and to make substantial profits
from increased property value at time of sale. As mentioned before, during hard times renters from Class
A start renting in Class B properties, and Class B renters start renting in Class C properties which ironically
leaves Class A properties perhaps not as stable as some would like to think. Those lower and “stable”
profit margins can go away very quickly if the Class A properties are forced to give free rent or other large
discounts just to get tenants in the door. Class B and Cs don’t typically have this issue. Finally, there are
Class D assets. As you can probably infer from the diagram, these properties are too risky, and are often
in very bad areas that are not suitable for investment due to the high rate of failure of the project overall.
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REGION: We concentrate on acquiring properties in untapped areas with plenty of potential remaining
to avoid overpaying for properties, and to give our investors exceptional returns. In areas that are
saturated and overpriced we can often find great opportunities in the immediate surrounding area or a
nearby bedroom community of a premier city. In addition, we aggressively vet large off-the-radar cities,
secondary markets, and medium sized cities that are untapped and brimming with potential. We have a
strict set of criterion such as job growth, high tech job growth, population growth and trends, land lord
friendly areas, cost of living analysis, areas home to multiple diverse industries to weather recession,
population demographics that desire apartments, and many other factors that cause apartments to be
in high demand compared to supply. We delve deep into this information to find spectacular
opportunities that others don’t even think to look for because they are focused on a “hot area” or
trendy geographic market that has already been overbuilt and tapped out leaving little to glean for
their investors. We also look at the amount of new supply coming on the market and the ability of the
market to absorb the new capacity without affecting revenue. Thus we do not make the same mistakes
as many of our competitors.
A brief synopsis of our overall criteria can be seen below:
Class

B or C class assets in A and B class areas.

# of Units

~ 100 – 200 Units

Price

$5M - $15M

Location Preference

Currently: FL (excluding Miami metro), San Antonio, Atlanta, St. Louis, and many
other regional gems where others are failing to focus.

Type

Hybrid Natural Appreciation with forced Value Add

Financing

Non-Recourse (limited personal liability)

Timeframe

Ongoing

What’s at risk without these?

Loss of trust, reduced employee productivity, potential demise of the company.

OUR TRACK RECORD

[

“It takes 20 years to build a reputation and five minutes to ruin it. If you think
about that, you’ll do things differently.” – Warren Buffett

[

Hyperion Endeavors and our partners have participated in several multifamily ventures covering over
3,000 units in more than 4 states including Texas, Georgia, Florida, and Tennessee. Hyperion Endeavor’s
founders started investing in single family units in 2011, quickly growing a portfolio of rental properties,
as well as successfully flipping homes. We soon realized that there were scalability issues with single
family properties, and began to focus our attention on commercial real estate.
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In the commercial real estate space, together with our partners, we have been involved with a variety of
asset classes including hotels, land investments, commercial development, and multifamily. After being
involved with these experiences, we realized that value-add multifamily properties provided the best
overall investment profile for us and our investors. Since this realization, we have focused
exclusively on driving success for our investors in the multifamily arena. Contact the Hyperion
Endeavors team today to learn how we can leverage our expertise to bring you excellent returns!
MEET THE HYPERION ENDEAVORS EXECUTIVE TEAM
Your Hyperion Endeavors Executive Team is led by Hayden Haucke and Andrew Murphy. Hayden and
Andrew’s passion for real estate entrepreneurship led them to found Hyperion Endeavors, a real estate
firm specializing in the acquisition of underperforming multifamily assets with value-add opportunities.
Through strategic operations, renovations, and expense reductions that result in customized business
plans, Hyperion Endeavors is able to take these underperforming properties and extract their potential.
This strategy results in improved operational efficiencies and increased property values over the target
investment timeframe. Hayden and Andrew’s extensive background in business and real estate offers
their investors unique opportunities to invest in commercial real estate projects that offer superior market
returns while minimizing risk to their investors.
Hayden and Andrew partner for the acquisition of each target property to ensure thorough, accurate,
and conservative underwriting of those target properties. In addition, they bring laser-focused attention
to detail during due diligence and contract negotiation. They also work diligently to source high quality
contract labor for their properties, and work closely with these and other employees to execute perfectly
tailored business plans that are specifically made for each acquired property.
In addition to his real estate experience, Andrew has a well-rounded background including servicing our
country with honor in the United States Marine Corps, earning his medical degree from the University of
Florida, and his MBA with Southern Methodist University. Prior to joining Hyperion Endeavors, Andrew
helped implement numerous operational improvements to a growing healthcare company, and rapidly
rose through the ranks quickly to become Vice President at that firm. During his time completing his
MBA at SMU he was intrigued by the real estate and multifamily classes he took. This lead to his
partnerships in real estate. His experience in the Marines, medicine, and business brings a unique
blend of discipline and creativity in maximizing operational efficiencies of multifamily properties.
Hayden grew up in Dallas, TX, after obtaining his Finance degree from Louisiana State University, he
started his professional career as a commercial insurance broker specializing in hard to place property
coverages. Starting from scratch, he was able to grow his book of business from $0 to $15M in
premium in just a few short years. During this time Hayden became interested in all phases of commercial
property real estate. He used his experience evaluating properties for insurance coverage to learn key
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factors that make a property successful and profitable. He also spent countless hours delving into the
deep details of these properties and evaluating them for accurate insurance. This gives him keen insight
into underwriting multifamily properties and has trained him to hone in on details other less disciplined
evaluators would miss. In 2011, Hayden started investing in Single Family properties with a focus on
acquiring buy and holds as well as performing flips. He then parlayed his success in Single Family
properties to invest and operate multifamily assets. Combining Hayden’s real estate experience with his
background in finance and insurance helps Hyperion Endeavors better understand the importance of
conservative financial modeling to minimize risks and maximize returns to their investors.

CONCLUSION
From ancient times there have been alternating periods of stability and volatility, and although the
world can be a wonderful place full of options and opportunity, it can also be fraught with danger and
poor decisions. It is true that there are many investments of many types that should likely be included
in a well-rounded investment portfolio. They all have their place, and they all have their risks. However,
we are certain many of these risks can be mitigated by an investment in real estate, and we are even
more certain that that form of real estate investment should contain B and C class hybrid cash flow/
value-add multifamily. This asset class has the best of both worlds. It boasts the potential for strong
overall gains and monthly cash flow, coupled with the very real likelihood of increased profits at time
of sale. In addition, due to its inherent economies of scale, tangibility, and other risk protection
attributes, not to mention tax shelter capability, makes it a clear favorite for your portfolio. Together, we
can build something lasting and lucrative. Let the team at Hyperion Endeavors build you a foundation
that will support you during the new and exciting times bursting with opportunity, and that will help
protect your portfolio from any modern monsters and crashes of the new gods of our era. We urge you
to take a step towards securing you and your family’s immediate and long-term security and prosperity
by contacting Hayden or Andrew today to reserve a spot in their next endeavor.
For more information, contact us at andrew@hyperionendeavors.com or hayden@hyperionendeavors.com
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